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Caryn Ann,

It's Friday and I'm ready to give you a suggestion for something to do this weekend in the
event you have a few free hours.

Have you watched The Pursuit yet? It's a documentary on Netflix heralded as "the film
capitalism needs right now" by Jeffrey Tucker.

As Libertarians, we believe that all people have the right to freely offer goods and services on
the market and that free-market approaches are the most effective at improving people's
lives.

The Pursuit follows Arthur Brooks as he explains how capitalism has lifted two billion
people out of poverty in my lifetime.

You and I both know that today's problems are not going to be solved by the current crop of
political leaders. We need libertarian solutions: cutting spending, empowering individuals,
ending the war on drugs, and many more.

I hope this film will inspire you as much as it did for me to be a warrior for human dignity and
potential.
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Libertarian activists are on the front lines and we have to spread our message, fast. Roughly
70% of millennials (my generation) say they are likely to vote socialist.

What can you do to help? The Libertarian Party is recruiting leaders to organize chapters at
the county level. Perhaps you could host a The Pursuit watch party with Libertarians in your
area as a kickoff meeting? 

Let your state LP affiliate know you are ready to lead your county to liberty here. Learn more
about leading like a Libertarian in our resource bank: LPaction.org

Enjoy your weekend, and as always, thank you for all you do to promote liberty.

 

 

Jess Mears

Membership Manager

 

P.S. I'd like to invite you to join Libertarians across the country on our Slack team. I've started
a channel to discuss libertarian ideas in film, and especially this weekend, The Pursuit. I'd like
to hear your thoughts on this documentary. Looking forward to chatting on the Slack channel
#liberty_film.
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